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Features:
Runs directly on host machines - automatically deployed and enabled via A9X Cyber
Detective (ACD) dashboard
Conﬁgured and monitored from ACD dashboard
Granular control, over websites users are allowed to access (even if not malicious e.g.
http://www.facebook.com)
Simple white and blacklist for general Internet access control
Blocks malicious and fraudulent URLs
Blocks malicious IP addresses
Blocks malware "droppers" downloading malicious applications
Small, frequent daily incremental updates to block the latest malicious URLs and IP addresses
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WHO IS A9X CYBER SECURITY

A9X Cyber Security has a vision of “being the
preferred vendor for cyber security
management at remote loca ons ”
Mission of A9X Cyber Security - providing
Cyber Detec ve Security, and specialized
knowledge for remote loca ons
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